
MacKenzie Camp Quilt Retreat 20L9
25 - 29 August

With the theme of "quilt borders", the projects being worked on will be varied. This makes a set supply list
impossible. You may choose to work on borders for one or two large quilts, or bring several smaller pieces to
design borders for * the techniques used can later be used in designing larger borders. lf you have several small
panels or orphan block, bring them with you as I have some easy borders to try. I will be bringing patterns,
samples and ideas to assist you with your planning.

Machine and regular sewing supplies
Rotary cutter, ruler & mat
Extra light for your machine area
Extension cord
Pillow to sit on if chair is low

A selection of fabrics for the borders you plan to sew, or to coordinate with any small panels you bring.

Supply lists follow for three projects: Border Sampler, Shaded Border, and Radiating Border.



Border Sampler
approx. 65" x 80"

As quilters become more skilled and the number of finished quilts grows, more thought is
given to the borders that surround the main quilt design. Early quilts are bordered by
bands of fabric that relate comfortably with the body of the design. As skills grow, more

creative border lolutions are considered. This border sampler teaches 10 different border

designs that can be adapted to fulI size quilts, and is suitable for any skill level.

You will not complete the quilt top in 2 days, but will have most of the blocks ready to be

assembled.
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Border Sampler
approx.65"x 80"

As quilters become more skilled and the number of finished quilts grows, more thought is
given to the borders that surround the main quilt design. Early quilts are bordered by
bands of fabric that relate comfortably with the body of the design. As skills grow, more
creative border solutions are considered. This border sampler teaches 10 different border
designs that can be adapted to full size quilts, and is suitable for any skill level.
You will not complete the quilt top in 2 days, but will have most of the blocks ready to be
assembled.

BORDERSAMPLER

Machine and regular sewing supplies
Rotary cutter, ruler and mat

Quarter square and half square rulers (optional)
3m design fabric for blocks and outer border - more if you plan to fussy out the blocks
2m sashing and inner pieced border
Fabric in 2 colour ways that will compliment the design fabric. You will need at least
.6m of three fabrics in each colour way. Vary the value of the colours.



Shaded Border
Many quilters own printed panels that they fell in love with, but never used in a quilt. This shaded

border is a great way to use a favourite panel and turn it into a work of art, while learning a new border

design. The success ofthe border depends on choosing a background fabric s

hackglgt,nd, and a set of colours shading from light to dark that will complement the design.

SHADED BORDER

This is a striking, pieced border that is very easy to sew, and would be suitable for many styles of quilts.

SUPPLIES:

Preprinted panel or small quilt (square or rectangle, approx.. 24")

.5m fabric to blend with background of panel

At least 6 (or 8) fabrics shading from light to dark that will compliment your chosen panel

#1 - .1m lightest

#2 - .1m

#3 - .15m

#4 - .15m

#5 - .2m

#6 - .5m (includes binding) darkest

.2m contrast fabric to add "\Movv"

lf your panel is larger, increase fabric amounts.

Machine and regular sewing supplies

Rotary cutter, ruler and mat

Graph paper, pencil and eraser
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RAEIATIhIG ECRDER

Many quilters are spending more time and effort creating borders to enhance their quilts. Often pieced

borders are simple to sew and yet give your quilt that extra wow factor. This border is great for smaller
projects, and is especially good around preprinted panels.

Panel for centre - not too large (rnine is approx.. 12" x L4"\
Paperfordrafting-large enoughtofitpanel and borders - G.4t$(> € *r<+
Pencil and eraser

.1m contrast fabric for small inner border

.15m of 5 coordinating fabrics from light to dark {not too busy)

Freezer paper

Machine and basic sewing supplies
Rotary cutter, ruler & mat
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